SARAH McARTHUR NIX TRAVELING FELLOWSHIP

FELLOWSHIP SUBMISSION DEADLINE
March 18, 2019

AMOUNT
$5,000 - $10,000; Note: The exact amount of fellowship funding varies year to year as does the number of fellowships awarded.

PURPOSE AND BACKGROUND
Founded in 1996 by Lewis and Beth Nix in honor of his mother Sarah McArthur Nix, the intention of the fellowship is to support a line of graphic research and analysis through independent study of one (1) architecture student over the course of the summer in France. While it is not required, it is encouraged that the study of the Nix Fellow might entertain the influence of French architecture upon the work of Thomas Jefferson.

ELIGIBILITY
+ Rising fourth-year B.S. Architecture students
+ M.Arch students who will be enrolled during the 2019-2020 academic year

APPLICATION REQUIREMENTS
All required materials must be submitted as a single PDF to the Office of Recruitment, Admission + Financial Aid at a-school-admissions@virginia.edu

Applications must include:
+ Scholarship, Fellowship + Award Application Cover Page
+ Statement of Intent (2 pages maximum) describing the research to be developed while abroad. The statement should include a description of the purpose, method(s) of research and analysis, a project itinerary outlining sites to be visited, and a project budget outlining all travel and research costs.
+ Letter of recommendation from a School of Architecture faculty member*
+ Examples of your work, which may include proposed methods of representation (2 pages maximum)

* Note: Applicants are strongly encouraged to have their faculty recommenders review the statement of intent prior to submission.

TERMS
+ The work developed during the fellowship will be exhibited and presented in the School of Architecture during the academic year following the fellowship summer.
+ All recipients are required to submit the School of Architecture Scholarship, Fellowship + Award Agreement.
+ Recipients who will engage in travel abroad are required to register with the International Studies Office 30 days prior to departure. It is strongly recommended that recipients register their travel as early as possible.
+ Recipients receiving federal financial aid should consult with SIS and/or Student Financial Services to determine the impact of receiving this scholarship on their overall financial aid package.